
The Einhell machine set (tool) TE-TK 18/2 Li Kit (CD+AG) belongs to the Power X-Change family and offers cordless freedom. The cordless drill/driver

TE-CD 18/40 Li is equipped with a powerful motor, 2-speed metal gearbox and a single-sleeved quick-action drill chuck with quick-stop. The torque-slip

clutch allows sensitive work. The TC-AG 18/115 Li cordless angle grinder has a robust aluminium gearbox housing. Softstart and restart protection

ensure increased user safety. Thanks to better cooling, a modified air duct ensures durability. The set includes transport and storage bag Einhell Bag,

the 4.0 Ah PXC battery with quick charger as well as grinding wheel, cutting wheel, cutting protection, bits and bit holder.

Power Tool Kit

TE-TK 18/2 Li Kit (CD+AG)
Item No.: 4257240

Ident No.: 21031

Bar Code: 4006825661842

Features & Benefits
Power X-Change Tool Kit-

Cordless Drill TE-CD 18/40 Li-

Powerful motor and 2-speed metal gearing-

Single-sleeve chuck with quick-stop-

Torque slip coupling for sensitive operation-

Cordless Angle Grinder TC-AG 18/115 Li-

Softstart function and restart safeguard to make it safer to use-

Modified air guidance for better cooling and longer service life-

Incl. practical transport and storage bag-

Incl. 4.0 Ah PXC battery and Fastcharger-

cutting guard, cutting disc, grinding disc, 8 bits and bit holder-

Technical Data

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 0

- Gross weight (kg) 6.6

- Dimensions single packaging 505 x 295 x 165 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Product weight 0 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 6.6 kg

- Gross weight export carton 13.8 kg

- Dimensions export carton 520 x 350 x 315 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 940 | 1940 | 2290

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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